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Major exhibitions of the work of Delacroix, Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, Piranesi, the 
finest contemporary art and the archaeological treasures of Saudi Arabia are the 
highlights of the new season at ”la Caixa” Welfare Projects social and cultural centre  
 
 

CaixaForum Madrid boosts its cultural 
attractions with an outstanding programme of 

exhibitions to suit all tastes 
 

• ”la Caixa” Welfare Projects presents the programme for its Madrid 

social and cultural centre for the 2011-2012 season, a wide range of 

cultural attractions where everyone will find something to enjoy. The 

starting point will be the most important exhibition of the work of the 

great French painter Eugène Delacroix in half a century.  

 

• A selection of the outstanding contemporary art collections of ”la 

Caixa” Foundation and MACBA at CaixaForum Madrid will be 

exploring the use of geometry in the sphere of sculpture and 

installation since the sixties. 

 

• Dance will have a special place as an artistic discipline thanks to the 

first exhibition in Spain to rediscover the figure of the impresario 

Sergei Diaghilev and his legendary company, the Ballets Russes. 

 

• In the spring of 2012 the rooms of CaixaForum Madrid will be home to 

an innovatory and comprehensive exhibition of the work of Giovanni 

Battista Piranesi, one of the most important illustrators of the 18th 

century. Like no-one else he cultivated the three dimensions and 

detail in the engraving. 

 

• Undiscovered archaeological treasures of Saudi Arabia will show 

visitors to CaixaForum Madrid an unprecedented panorama of the 

different cultures that followed one another on the Arabian Peninsula 

from prehistory to the dawn of modern times, thanks to the recently 

launched cooperation with the Musée du Louvre. 

 

• The ”la Caixa” Welfare Projects social and cultural centre will be 

increasing the number of activities catering for all tastes so that, more 

than ever, it will be a meeting point for culture and the citizens.  
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Madrid, 20 September 2010. This morning the assistant director general of “la 
Caixa” Foundation, Elisa Durán, the director of the ”la Caixa” Foundation Culture 
Department, Ignasi Miró, and the director of CaixaForum Madrid, Isabel Fuentes, 
presented the programme for 2011-2012 at its social and cultural centre in the capital. 
Once again it will be guided by a clear principle: its civic character as a meeting 

point for culture and the citizens, which is reflected in a wide range of activities 
where everyone will find something to enjoy. 
 
CaixaForum Madrid, therefore, is a platform coherent with present day social 
concerns as it promotes the value of culture as an element of social integration. 
Through the exhibitions of modern and contemporary culture it will be programming, 
as well as concerts, literature and poetry seasons, current affairs debates, social 
seminars, educational and family workshops and activities designed for senior 
citizens, ”la Caixa” Welfare Projects promotes knowledge and the personal growth 

of citizens of all ages. 

 
For the 2011-2012 season, ”la Caixa” Welfare Projects is preparing a wide-ranging 
innovatory programme at CaixaForum Madrid, at the service of communication, 
socialisation and, in short, the well-being of all the citizens: a unique model of a 
cultural, civic and social centre, which in recent years it has extended to centres in 
other cities with the CaixaForum seal .  
 
In 1993 the first CaixaForum centre opened in Palma in the building designed by 
Lluís Domènech i Montaner. Next, in 2002, came the opening of CaixaForum 
Barcelona, installed in the old Modernista Casaramona factory (the work of Josep 
Puig i Cadafalch), and in 2008, CaixaForum Madrid, in the central Paseo del Prado. 
Since 2009, the cities of Lleida and Tarragona have had their own CaixaForum, and 
this year has seen the inauguration of CaixaForum Girona. They will be followed in 
the coming years by Zaragoza and Seville, where the new amenities are already 
being built. 
 
Delacroix, Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, Piranesi and a selection of the finest 

contemporary art, highlights of the new season  

 
”la Caixa” Welfare Projects has made a special effort when putting together the 
programme for the 2011-2012 season at CaixaForum Madrid with newly created 
exhibitions and joint productions with the leading European and American museums 
and institutions, dealing with disciplines as diverse as painting, sculpture, dance and 
archaeology. 
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CaixaForum Madrid will have the honour of hosting, for the first time in Spain, two 
outstanding exhibitions of two great artists, Delacroix and Piranesi, whose works 
and styles had a notable influence on later currents.  
 
Like the ones planned in the spheres of archaeology and contemporary art these two 
exhibitions will show the fruits of the strategic alliances established in recent years 
between ”la Caixa” Welfare Projects and leading Spanish, European and American 
museums. Specifically in this case, with the Musée du Louvre and MACBA for the 
joint organisation of exhibitions.  
 
The season will begin on 18 October with Delacroix (1798-1863), the most important 
retrospective of the work of the great French painter in half a century. The exhibition, 
the fruit of the cooperation agreement between ”la Caixa” Welfare Projects and the 
Louvre, brings together over one hundred works, many of which will be seen for 

the first time in Spain. It includes loans from leading museums such as the National 
Gallery in London, the Metropolitan Museum in New York or the Art Institute of 
Chicago.  
 
This is the most complete exhibition of his work ever held in Spain and the most 

important internationally since the great exhibition organised in Paris to coincide 
with the centenary of his death in 1963. 
 
Lovers of contemporary art will have an opportunity to enjoy a wide selection of two 

of the largest and most internationally renowned collections with the exhibition 

The Persistence of Geometry. From 15 December, the collections of ”la Caixa” 
Foundation and the Barcelona Museum of Contemporary Art (MACBA) will come 
together in a show that focuses on the use of geometry in the spheres of sculpture 
and installation since the sixties. 
 
Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, 1909-1929. When art dances with music will bring to 
CaixaForum Madrid the pioneering spirit of Sergei Diaghilev and his world famous 
ballet company. From 16 February, through 200 objects including posters, costumes, 
elements for the choreography and the sets visitors will be drawn into the notion of 

total art propounded by Diaghilev. Avantgarde artists such as Matisse and Picasso, 
musicians like Ravel and Stravinsky and writers of the stature of Jean Cocteau, all 
present at the exhibition, were part of that thirst for innovation whose aim was to 
renew visual language through the choreography, the sets and the musical language. 
 
In the spring of 2012 the rooms of CaixaForum Madrid will be home to the first 
comprehensive exhibition in Spain of the work of Giovanni Battista Piranesi, one of 
the most important illustrators of the 18th century. Like no-one else he cultivated the 

three dimensions and detail in the engraving. The exhibition consists of an 
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unrepeatable set of over 300 works by this Italian genius of drawing through a 
montage that provides visitors with a new way of observing art in which the 
engravings are combined with audiovisuals and reproductions of pieces and sets. The 
spectators will discover the technique, intensity and evocative power of his work, 
which had a great influence on Romantics, Surrealists and Cubists. His engravings of 
Venetian gaols still inspire film sets today. 
 
CaixaForum Madrid will close the exhibition season by inviting visitors to discover the 
archaeological treasures of Saudi Arabia. From 3 July 2012, Routes of Arabia. 

Archaeological treasures of the kingdom of Saudi Arabia will present a selection 
of over 300 works, most of which had never left their country of origin before 
their presentation at the Musée du Louvre in Paris and CaixaForum Barcelona in 
November last year. The aim of the exhibition is to reveal this little known 
archaeological treasure and offer an unprecedented panorama of the different 
cultures that followed one another on the Arabian Peninsula from prehistory to the 
dawn of modern times. 
 
 
A packed agenda of activities for all audiences  

 
Year after year ”la Caixa” Welfare Projects is a reference point on the cultural scene 
in our country. From an extensive repertory of cultural events (with seasons of 
lectures, seminars, performing arts and films on subjects as varied as contemporary 
thought, literature and poetry, history and psychosocial issues), the aim is to delve 

deeper into the foundations of our culture and offer keys to an understanding 

of the great social transformations of our time.  

 
There will be a musical season with a wide range of events, including leading names 
of ancient music and outstanding musicians and groups from all over the world, 
with a variety of styles and formats. As a novelty this year there will be a season of 
electronic and experimental music in which leading international musicians will 
demonstrate the latest tendencies in the field at CaixaForum Madrid. 
 
CaixaForum Madrid will also be putting on new family activities, with ones designed 
for senior citizens and cultural activities with social impact for which ”la Caixa” 
Welfare Projects will be opening its social and cultural centre to groups with special 
needs. 
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Self-portrait with Green Ribbon, 1837 

© 2010 Musée du Louvre / Angèle Dequier 

 

 

CaixaForum Madrid is hosting the biggest retrospective in half a century of the work of 

the great French painter, including works that will be leaving the Musée du Louvre for 

the first time 

 
Eugène Delacroix (1798-1863) was the first modern, raw and passionate painter to bring to 

canvas the spiritual renewal of Romanticism. Drama, exoticism, movement and colour define 
the work of an artist who regarded himself as a revolutionary confronting the rigid conventions 
of neo-Classical art. 

 
This exhibition, the fruit of the association between ”la Caixa” Welfare Projects and the 
Musée du Louvre, brings together over one hundred works by the great French painter, with 

loans from leading institutions such as the National Gallery of London, the Metropolitan 
Museum of New York or the Art Institute of Chicago. This is the most complete exhibition of 
his work ever mounted in Spain and the most important retrospective since the great 

exhibition organised in Paris to coincide with the centenary of his death in 1963. 
 
Delacroix (1798-1863) will show some of his most famous oils, such as Greece Expiring on 

the Ruins of Missolonghi or Women of Algiers in their Apartment, specially loaned for the 
exhibition. This major retrospective offers a journey through the different stages of his 
production, from the first works that sought inspiration in the museum, to the period of 

maturity, when he drew his subjects from reality, with special emphasis on his historical works 
and those with oriental themes. 
 

Delacroix 
(1798-1863) 

 

From 19 October 2011 to 19 January 2012 

Inauguration: 18 October 

Curator: Sébastien Allard, chief curator of the Musée du 

Louvre Painting Department  

Organised by: ”la Caixa” Welfare Projects and Musée du 

Louvre 

Produced by: “la Caixa” Welfare Projects 
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Bruce Nauman, Black Stones Under Yellow Light. 1987, Collection “la Caixa” Foundation 

James Lee Byars, The Spherical Book, the Soft Cube, the Figure of Question. 1986. Collection MACBA. 

 
  

 

The exhibition explores the discursive lines of the two collections around the use of 

geometry in sculpture and installation since the sixties  

 
Geometry has never ceased to be present in art, although it was in the 20th century that its 
use was most widely theorised. In the first decades it was closely linked to the concepts of 

abstraction and modernity, and was a vehicle for idealism and utopias. In the middle of the 
century, the works that come into the categories of Minimalism, post-Minimalism and 
Conceptual Art share a need to reduce the work to an elemental form (cube, circle, etc.), a 

mathematical system (grid, series) or a repetitive gesture. 
 
Form is theatricalised and the interaction with the spectator opens up new ways of relating to 

the work of art. From then the paths of geometry unfold in different ideas for delving into the  
patterns of society and their political dimension. That evolution is the guiding thread of the 
second exhibition that springs from the joint agreement between the contemporary art 

collections of ”la Caixa” Foundation and the Barcelona Museum of Contemporary Art. It can be 
seen at CaixaForum Madrid.  
 

Through 112 works by 30 artists renowned in Spain and abroad, The Persistence of Geometry 
bears in mind the discursive lines of the two collections and traces a route that explores the 
use of geometry in sculpture and installation from the sixties to our day from a selection of 

sculptures, installations, photographs and video installations by artists such as Donald Judd, 
Bruce Nauman, James Turrell, Robert Smithson, Gordon Matta-Clark, Matt Mullican, Richard 
Long, Hans Haacke, Absalon, Francesc Torres, Àngels Ribé, Gego, Jordi Colomer, Txomin 

Badiola, Sergi Aguilar, León Ferrari, Damián Ortega and Rodney Graham. 

The Persistence of Geometry 
 ”la Caixa” Foundation-MACBA 

Contemporary Art Collections 

 
 

From 17 December 2011 to 25 March 2012  

Inauguration: 16 December 

Curator: Nimfa Bisbe, director of the Contemporary Art 

Collection “la Caixa” Foundation  

Organization and production: “la Caixa” Welfare Projects  
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Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, 

1909-1929.  

When art dances with music 
 

From 17 February to 3 June 2012 

Inauguration: 16 February 

Curators: Geoffrey Marsh and Jane Pritchard, manager and 

curator of the Victoria & Albert Museum Theatre and Dance 

Department  

Organised by: Victoria & Albert Museum London 

Produced by: ”la Caixa” Welfare Projects 

Production: Work Social "la Caixa"7 

  

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Serge Lifar and Alexandra Danilova in Apollon Musagète,  

showing the first version of the costumes designed by  

Coco Chanel. Photograph by Sasha © V&A Images 

 

 

 
 
 

 

For the first time in Spain, an exhibition rediscovers the figure of the impresario Sergei 

Diaghilev over the twenty years of the history of his legendary ballet company 

 
Sergei Diaghilev (1872-1929) is a key figure to understanding the progress of the dance, the 
art and the music of the 20th century. Through his company, the Ballets Russes, and drawing 

on the notion of the total work of art, he was committed to the renewal of visual language, 
through the choreography and the sets and musical language. 
 

The exhibition Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, 1909-1929. When art dances with music travels 
through the twenty years of the history of the dance company from 200 objects including 
posters, costumes, elements for the choreography, designs, sculptures, booklets, 

programmes, photographs, theatre models and documentary films. One section of the 
exhibition will deal with the activity of the Ballets Russes in Spanish theatres, the mutual 
enrichment from their artistic and cultural contributions and the establishment of 

collaborations with creators here, which marked a Spanish presence in the international 
artistic context of the beginning of the century. 
 

Avantgarde visual artists of the stature of Matisse, Picasso, Braque, Derain, Goncharova, 
Laurencien or Chanel (all to be seen at the exhibition) took part in the design of costumes 
and sets. Likewise, musicians such as Ravel, Satie, Falla, Stravinsky, Prokofiev, Rimsky-

Korsakov (Diaghilev’s musical master), dancers like Fokine, Nijinsky, Pavlova, Karsavina or 
Massine and writers like Jean Cocteau worked together to bring about this renewal, spurred 
on by Diaghilev. 
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"The prison," The prisons of Invention (1761 ca,).  
Courtesy of la Fondazione Giorgio Cini, Venezia  

 

 

CaixaForum Madrid is mounting an exhibition of one of the most important illustrators 

of the 18th century. Like no-one else he cultivated the three dimensions and detail in 

the engraving 

 

Giovanni Battista Piranesi (1720-1778) was one of the most important draftsmen of the 18th 
century. The technique, intensity and evocative power of his work had a great influence on 

Romantics, Surrealists and Cubists. His engravings of Venetian gaols still inspire film sets 
today. 
 

”la Caixa” Welfare Projects is bringing to Spain for the first time this comprehensive major  
exhibition of Piranesi’s work. It does so through new and innovatory ways of observing the 
engraving which enable visitors to broaden and enrich their vision of the works with pieces 

that come to life. 
 
The exhibition invites the spectators on a journey through Piranesi’s career with over 300 

original engravings. Combined with a complementary selection of photographs, figures and 
audiovisuals, they introduce the general public to the work of this Italian master.  
 

The exhibition has reproductions in different materials of Roman pieces of furniture and 
ornaments from his Antichità Romane series, a gripping audiovisual that endows his Gaols of 

the imagination with a disturbing depth and dimension, and contemporary photographs by G. 

Basilico for his collection of engravings of Views of Rome. Comparisons that will enable the 
spectators to discover the three dimensions, perspective and detail of Piranesi’s engravings. 
 

Piranesi and the Arts 
 

From 25 April to 9 September 2012 

Inauguration: 24 April 

 

Curator: Fondazione Giorgio Cini, Venice, Adam Lowe 

(Factum Arte)  

 

Produced and organised by: “la Caixa” Welfare Projects  
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Anthropomorphic stele, 4th millennium BC 

El-Maakir-Qaryat al-Kaafa, near Ha'il 

Riyadh, Saudi Commission for Tourism and Antiquities of the kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

Thanks to the collaboration with the Musée du Louvre, ”la Caixa” Welfare Projects is 

showing the archaeological treasures of Arabia at CaixaForum Madrid 

The heart of Arabia had kept its mystery until just a few years ago, remaining on the margin 
of archaeological excavations. Its remains have revealed unsuspected riches: fortified cities, 

temples, palaces adorned with frescoes, monumental sculptures, silver tableware or precious 
stones deposited in the tombs. 

Routes of Arabia. Archaeological treasures of the kingdom of Saudi Arabia presents, for the 
first time at CaixaForum Madrid, a selection of some 300 works, most of which had never 

before left their country of origin. The aim it to discover this little known archaeological 
treasure and offer an unprecedented panorama of the different cultures that followed one 
another on the Arabian Peninsula from prehistory to the dawn of the modern period. 

The routes are the guiding thread of this exhibition, which invites visitors on a journey through 

space and time, conceived as a succession of eras in some of the great oases of the 
peninsula, which housed powerful states or became the holy places of Islam. This 
outstanding exhibition is part of the cultural cooperation between France and Saudi Arabia. 

Produced in association with the Saudi Commission for Tourism and Antiquities, it is the fruit 
of the cooperation agreement signed between ”la Caixa” Welfare Projects and the Musée du 
Louvre. 

Routes of Arabia 
Archaeological treasures of the kingdom 

of Saudi Arabia 
 

From 3 July to 21 October 2012 

Inauguration: 3 July 

Curators: Béatrice André-Salvini and Françoise Demange, 

curators of the Department of Middle Eastern 

Antiquities of the Musée du Louvre; Carine Juvin, 

curator of the Department of Islamic Art of the Musée 

du Louvre; Ali Al Ghabban, vice-president of the Saudi 

Commission for Tourism and Antiquities (SCTA) 

Organised by: “la Caixa” Welfare Projects. 
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”la Caixa” Welfare Projects Communication Department  

Jesús N. Arroyo: 93 404 61 31 / 629 79 12 96 / jnarroyo@fundaciolacaixa.es 
Juan A. García: 91 330 73 17 / 608 21 30 95 / jagarcia@fundaciolacaixa.es 
Josué García: 93 404 61 51 / 638 14 63 30 / jgarcial@fundaciolacaixa.es 

 
”la Caixa” Welfare Projects Multimedia Press Room 

http://press.lacaixa.es/socialprojects/ 
http://www.lacaixa.es/obrasocial/ 

 
 


